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TAKING STOCK:
WHAT DO WE KNOw ABOUT SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION?
Lily Wong Fillmore
University of California, Berkeley

In the past fifteen or so years, there has been a lot of interest in
studying the phenomenon of second language learning.
It has been studied
from many di fferent angl es: researchers have i nvesti gated the processes and
procedures involved in learning, the sequential development of forms and
structures, the influence of prior linguistic knowledge, the role of input,
the influence of social and affective variables, age differences, individual
differences, cultural differences, and a host of other factors that figure in
second language learning. I myself have been engaged in studying the social
and cognitive processes involved in acquisition, and in identifying some of
the factors that produce the vari abil ity we fi nd among i ndi vi dual sin the
ability to learn second languages. Over the past five or six years, I have
conducted several large scale studies in which my colleagues and I have
examined the influence of linguistic, instructional, situational and learner
vari abl es on second 1 anguage 1 earni ng in over two hundred chi 1 dren between
ages 5 and 11.
While doing these studies, I focused my attention on the specific variables
we were examining, and had little time to think about the larger picture.
Now that these studies are largely done, I have begun to take stock. What
have we 1 earned? How does it fit with the research fi ndi ngs that have come
from the work of others? What do I think I now understand about the process
by which people learn second languages?
I have not been alone in asking
questions like these. A couple of years ago I learned that Merrill Swain,
who has been heavily engaged in studies of second language learning in
Canada, has been asking the same kinds of questions. Since then, we have had
many conversations on these issues with one another, and with other
researchers. We didn't have anything very specific in mind when we began our
discussions. We simply wanted to compare notes on what we thought we had
learned from our own research with what others had learned from theirs.
In
the end, we arrived at a fairly reasonable formulation of what we think is
involved in second language acquisition.
I would like to present that
formul ati on for your consi derati on.
The vi ew I present comes from
observations of people learning second languages in diverse settings, and are
based on findings from many studies--ones that Merrill and I have done, and
ones that other second language researchers have done over the past decade
and a half.[l]
Actually what I will be describing is a model of sorts.
It allows us to
identify the critical components and processes in language acquisition; it
allows us to account for age differences and individual differences, and it
even helps explain why, in some situations people fail to learn second
languages.
Let me tell you what appears to be involved in language acquisition by
describing its components and processes. The model is a complex one, and it
is a little hard to talk about in purely abstract terms.
At any rate, it
would easier to show how its pieces fit together if they are discussed in
relation to situations that are familiar to all of us.
Since language
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learning is done by people, and it takes place in social srttings, let us
consider what language learning involves for some ledrners.
For discussion
sake, why don't we take as our lei1rners Ule kind tildt ire til(' most frwiliar
to us?
Our learners are members of a farnilY--iJ.n iillilligrant fell:lily that rlrTiv~cJ in
Provo in the spring, rigtlt after the stlm~ lld.:t melted, clnd tfli: :;un '.vas
bringing the trees into full blossom.
There 'v/llS Fattlcr', ~10tl1er, Junior, ',mo
was 14 at the time, and 5 year old Sister. They didn't knolv anyone ill Provo,
but after a quick look around, they decided to settl~ thet'c.
(It ~(:1:; lh~ sun
and the blossoms that convinced them tlldt tlley stlOuld stay.
Actually, tlley
had thought about Laie as an alternative, but tnt?y did not kno" VJildt tne
climate was like in Hawaii, and they were not c1boilt to take d cllance \vith
anything as important as that.
They had had enougtl of extre!ll!c: cl imates tuck
Ilome, what with it being hot one season, cold tile' next.)
t~iitut'ally, they
vlere eager to get acquainted vlith people, and to b,~:com(' a part of their nel'l
community.
They had a small problem, IlO~/ever--cJ problm vlhicrl could hinder
them in getting to know people quickly. They didn't speak English, dnd noone
in Provo spoke Patagoni anvlhi ch was the; r 1dnguage .
If tllr.~y were to tai<e
part in the life of the community, they would hilve to learn [nglisl1. It was a
necessity for every member of the family.
Fatller needed to learn English
because he wanted to get a job sell i ng 'vIi dgets.
He vIa:; U1C top wi dget
salesman in Patagonia--and he believed he could sell his \~ay to the top in
Provo too, once he knew enough English to pitch widgets. Mother knew she had
to learn English too because she had to conduct tile day to day business of
the family--she had to deal with shopkeepers, noi ghbors, eloctors, and her
children's teachers.
Besides, she Iloped to get a patttim(~ job to help make
ends meet.
All of this required a fair levr.=:l of proficiency in the
1anguage. Juni or knelv he had to 1 earn Engl i sh--tlld tis, ; file was to 1edrn
anythi n9 at school; most of all, he \'/anted to get dcqua i nted vIi th )1; s
pubescent peers and to take part in the social life of Provo's young set.
Sister--well, she could care less about learning English. She just want2d to
play with other children.
But since all of the likely prospects for
playmates that she came across spoke English, she thought slle ought to learn
it too.
In Sister's view, it was really not that big a deal.
So what we see shaping up are ideal conditions for language learning. That
is, we have some potential ideal LANGUAGE LEARNERS--the first essential
component in our proposed model of language learning.
Eacll had a real need
to 1 earn a second 1 anguage.
The members of thi s fami ly were motivdted to
learn English because they \vanted to become d part of a community that spoke
the language.
These learners Ilad a lot going for them; they didn't co~e to
the task of learning a neVI language empty hdnded. They had a ~lOrld of prior
experience to guide them-- tlley had social knowledge, language knowledge, and
They had things to
a lot of general knowled~je abollt the vlOrld around tilem.
talk about, they knew what kinds of things are called for in different soci<1l
situations and settings.
Because they already kne\-I one language, they knew
what peopl e tal k about.
They had fdi rly good i dCdS about what they vlOul d
have to learn to do and say in the nel'l -lan91li.19o.
They knevl they would hdve
to learn the English equivJlents for the Inany things ttley wanted to talk
about, they knevl tlley \~ere 90i ng to tlclve w fi gure out hO\,I to create

sentences, and tney knev4 from personal expenence that there a)'e all kinds of
things that polite Patagonians say to each otller on special occasions, among
them phrases such as "hello", "Ulank you", "you're welcome" and, "may all the
warts on your nose be little ones". Naturally, they Sllould look for vlays to
express the same sentiments in their new language.
And all of this \'Ias taking place in a community where the target language
was spoken natively by most of the people who lived there. This is the ideal
kind of SOCIAL SETTING -- the second essential component in this model of
language learning. Tne specific social settings in which our learners Cal"!1e
into contact with the new language were the ~Iork place, classY'oom,
neighbortlOod, and playground. Those ItJere the places in v/hicll they came into
contact with people 'dho spoke the langui3.ge ilJell enough to provide t'ner:1 WiTh
necessary input to the language -- tnese SPEAKERS OF THE TARGET LANGUAGE
comprise the third essential component.
If each of these components is
ideal, then language learning is assured, Each of them can vary in a great
many ways, however, and some of this variance can crucially affect the
processes by which language learning takes place.
I Hill illustrate Vlis
shortly, but let me tell you what happened to our language ledrning family so
you won't be kept in suspense.
The ITIeiTIDCrS of trle family vlerein an idedl situation 1:0 learn a second
1anguage. Each of them 'tJdS loIoti'lated, and hid a need to 1 earn Eng1 i sh. The
members of the family were pleased to be where tney were, and they were eager
to get established socially.
They wer?: in an ideal setting for language
learning, they were living a community where they v-Iere surrounded by speakers
of the target language.
Indeed, everything would llave ~"orKed out perfectly
if all that 'tJas necessary for language learning was motivation, need, and
opportuni ty.
But thi ngs turned ou t not to be so easy for the family--at
least not for all four members of the family.
Two of the members of the
family have done very well indeed: they pi eked up the 1anguage in short
order--after a couple of years they were speaking English well enough to get
by, and now, after 5 years in Provo, they are quite fluent in the language.
The other two have not done nearly as well--one of them can barely be
understood even after 5 years. The other has found the whole experience to
be altogether traumatic, and has had a lot of trouble learning English well
enough to get where he hoped he woul d be by now. Now you must be thi nki ng:
1111 bet the parents did not do It/ell, since age makes a big difference. The
children no doubt picked up English quickly and easily, since children enjoy
a special advantage in learning new languages.
Adults have a much more
difficult time because they lack the neural flexibility to pick up new
languages easily, as we all know. Or you might be thinking: one of the two
family members vlho did not do well was male--of course! Males are said to
have a harder time learning new languages than females, so no doubt the two
who did poorly were Father and Junior, while Mother and Sister were the ones
wtlO did well. Actually, things are not quite as simple as that. The two who
did well in this little scenario, were Father and Sister. Mother and Junior
di d not do well at all.
I will now turn to tl1e processes that are involved in language learning,
and will try to show how variation in the various components of the model
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affected the outcome of the processes for tile fou I'

meiill)CTS

of the fami 1y.

The model, as I said, has three critical components-- LL\:U~EI{S, SPEAKERS of
the language to be learned, and a SOCIAL SETTl:~G in vlhictl langudge learning
takes place. Three types of processes figure in dcquisi tion, edch of them
intricately connected with the others. The first can be d2scribed as SOCIAL,
the second LINGUISTIC, and the third, COGNITIVE. i3y SOCIAI_ PROCESSES, I lliJve
in mi nd the steps by "/hi ch the parti ci pants in tile 1anguage 1earn; ng
situation, that is, both the learners and til'>' speakers of tile target
language, create and shape a social setting in vlili,:::rl cOlnlllunicdtil)fl by means
of the target language is possible and desired. By LIW;UISTIC PROCESSES I
have in mind the ways in which assumptions held by tne spcakers of tne target
language predispose them to select, modify and support the linguistic data
that get produced for the sake of the learner. On tile learners side there
are assumptions about the ,,~ay language vlorks tilat enal)le them to interpr'et
the linguistic data they have to work \'lith. And by CO(~NlTIVE PROCESSES, I
have in mind the learners use of general cognitive abilities such as
perception, memory, association, categorization, inference and the like,
along with whatever cognitive abilities humans have that dre specialized for
learning language. I will characterize each set of processes for you.
I

Social processes figure in language learning in the fo11O\'I;ng I'lay.
In
order to acquire any language, learners must be engaged in some sort of
social relationship with people who speak the language. Langl1age cannot be
learned --at least not by ctlildren-- in isolation.
It takes at least two
persons, someone who speaks the language to be learned, and someone who wants
or needs to learn it. More t'ealistically, it takes at least three persons
including two who speak the language, since the learner needs evidence on how
native speakers talk to cacti other as ,,/1211 as hOvi they talk to learners.
Soci a 1 contacts between speakers dnd 1ea rners d re Il(;cessa ry, since these gi ve
the learners opportunities to observe the language as it is used by its
speakers in natural communication, these ouservations pl'oviding the learners
with the data on Y/hictl they are to base their lCdrning of the new language.
Learners have to participate in these intel'actions at some level, since the
quality of their partiCipation plays a crucial role in getting speakers to
use the language in the special ways thdt make the speech they produce during
contacts usable as language learning data. Social contact is necessary for
1anguage 1earni ng not only because it gi ves 1 earners ttle opportuni ty to hear
and use the target language, it also provides them with the need and
motivation to learn it.
You will remember that Sister was not so concerned about learning Engl ish.
She just wanted to be able to play with children her own age. And if she had
to learn English to do it, she would do it. Children simply do not learn
languages to broaden their minds or to "build cllaracter". Their reasolls for
1earni ng 1anguages are pragmati cones: tney do it so they can i :lteract wi th
people who speak the language, or because they wdnt to understand what people
are saying. All of this means that the social settings in I'/hich learning is
to take place must be ones that allow learners to come into meaningful
contact with speakers of the language. Those which promote frequent contacts
are the best, especially if the contacts last long enough to give lCdrners
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ample opportunity to observe people using th2 language for a variety ()f
communicatlve purposes.
Those which dlso per;nit learners to engage in tile
frequent use of the language with spedkers are even better.

Linguistic processes figure in language acqulSltlOn in several crucial
ways. The fi rst intersects wi tn the soci a 1 processes I ha ve just descri bed,
and in a sense, involves linguistic processes principally when looked at from
the perspective of the speakers of the target language as they interact with
learners.
I said that certain things ilav2 to flappen yJhen learners dnd
speakers COJn2 into social contact, namely, they have to collaborate in
creating situations in ,mieh learners !ldve the opportunity to hear and
observe the target language in use. Basically, what learners have to get out
of these con-caets is enoug!1 lingulstic evidence to allow ttlem to discover' how
the language YJorks, dnd tlOW reople use it.
The end product of the
acquisition process is linguistic kno'<'Iledgc--the phonological, lexical,
gt'amr:latical, pragmatic dnd sociolinguistL: I<noi/ledge tilat eventu'llly allo\~s
learners to speak dne! comprehend the ne'iJ language in a full range of social
and communicative situations.
What it taKes to acquire tl1is :<'ind of
knowledge is exposure to linguistic data in the form of situationally
anchored speech produced by speakers of the language in the context of social
interaction which involves the learner in one way or another.
These
1 i ngui sti c data, togetller wi t:1 the supporti ng soci a 1 context in whi cn the
data are anchored, constitute vJnat researchers studying first and second
language acquisition refer to as "input"--the materials on which learners can
base their acquisition of the language.
Language produced by speakers in social contacts with learners can serve as
input when it has been produced with the learners' special needs in mind. It
is not ordinary language, but language which has been selected for content,
modified in form, and in presentation.
It tends to be structurally simpler,
more redundant and repeti ti ve, and as Mi :<e Long (1981) has argued, it is
characterized by greater structural regularity than is found in ordinary
usage.
Linguistic processes figure in the making of these adjustments in
that peopl e generally operate with some sort of theory of what thei r 1anguage
is like, and have tacit notions of the kind of adjustments they would need to
make for the benefit of anyone who doesn't know the language very well--say,
when talking to babies, or to foreigners.
The evidence which Charles
Ferguson found of common baby-talk and foreigner talk features across
languages suggests that these features may reflect fairly universal notions
of what linguistic novices would find helpful (1977, 1975).
The modifications that speakers mak2 in this kind of language are based
partly on noti ons they have about what peopl e who don't know the 1anguage
well would find difficult to understand, and what they would find easy.
Studies of the phenomenon of "foreign-talk" indicate that modifications made
by speakers on the baSis of a priori beliefs about the relative difficulty of
linguistic forms are not always helpful to learners, and can, in fact mislead
them as to vlhat the target forms are like (Chaudron, 1983; ~~eisel, 1977).
r~ore useful
accommodati ons a re based on actual feedback provi ded by the
learners as to whether or not they understand what is being said to them
(Cross, 1978; Fillmore, 1985; Long, 1983; Long and Sato, 1983; Gass and
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Varonis, 1985. When learners appear to understand, speJkers can assume that
the adjustments they are making are alJpropriate or even unnecessary.
When
they appear not to understand or to be 11ilving difficulty follmving wllat is
said, then the speakers make adjustments in the form of whJt they ilre saying,
or they do something else, verbally or otllcnJise, to a11o'" tile learners to
figure out what is being communicated.
In an important sense then, it con be
seen that learners and speakers collaborate in producing th'2 ddjilst!l1ents
which benefit the learners.

It has been argued that th(~ language that learners Ilear \vorks dS input 'Nhen
it is "comprehensible", in Steve Krashen's terminology. ,!\,ccuding to Krdshen
(1980, 1981), learners acquire language by Ilaving input dVdilJbl'2 to them
containing structures he cllaracterizes as being "a bit above th2 learners'
current level of competence"--that is, if the current level of COf~lpCc2nCt~ is
at "stage i", then structures Ylhic~l are "i plus 1". In Krasl1en's view, 'Ilhdt
is critical is that the input be comprehensible, that is, more or less
transparent in meaning to the learners.
Indeed, he argues tilat leJrners
acquire language, not by focusing on the form of the input, or by analyzing
it, but rather by finding or being given access to it.s mr:dnillg.
What Merrill and I have learned in our own observations of Children
learning second languages is that focus on fom is precisely ~mat learners
have got to do at some level when they enCoufltr::r input, and that
comprehensibility is important at least in part becallse it enables learners
to make necessary connecti ons between form and functi on in the no\", 1dngLDge.
In fact, speech which is altogether comprehensible se(~ms to short circuit
language learning since . .,hen the learners can understand \vildt is being said
effortlessly, they have no reason to pay attention to the language itself.
Unless learners are actively involved in figuring out what is being said,
they do not have any reason to attend to the linguistic forms of tIle messages
addressed to them. Our observations indicate that is Krashen as argued, what
seems to work for 1anguage 1 earni ng is indeed speectl whi ch is more or 1 ess
comprehensible by virtue of being used in ways tt1clt allow the learner to
figure out what is being said.
But, the best kind of input is language used
in ways that call attention to the form of the message itsel f. We have found
evidence children do pay attention to form, and !Bve found tllat advances are
lrede in language development precisely when learners appear to take notice of
the structural characteristics of the language they are hearing and using.
In short then, we argue that language works as input wrlon it is slightly
above the heads of the learners, not structurally, but in meaning, so that
learners have to stretch a bit to figure out Whdt people are saying, and when
the language is used in ways that call attention to form and str'ucture.
In
addition, we v-IOuld argue that learners play J key role in getting thi:; kind
of input by tlleir own pruductive efforts (S'ddin, 19135). Their efforts at
using the language not only gives them an opportunity to test whdt they think
they have learned cOlllllluniciitively, it also tells tIle people they interact
with how much linguistic adjustment they will have to mdke for their sake.
in

This leads to the second way in which linguistic processes appear to figure
language acquisition, this one intersecting with cogrlitive processes.
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Looked at from the learners' perspective, the initial problem in language
learning is to make sense of Wildt people are saying in the ne'N language. In
part, this is aChieved by paying close attention to wllat is going on v/hile
people are talking, and in assuming some kind of relationship between
language and the events in which it occurs. Basically, the problem for the
learner is to guess what people might be saying given the social situation at
hand. This might seem like an impossible task, but second language learners
have some special resources available to help them in this process.
What
they have going for tllem is a prior language, thus they have the r.leans to
make educated guesses as to what people might say in their Ll under similar
situations. Because they already have a language, they know about linguistic
categories such as lexical item, clause, and phrase.
TIlis awareness of
grammatical form and structure will predispose them to look for equivalent
properties in the new language data they have available to them.
Similarly, through the experiences they have had in their first language,
learners are generally knowledgeable about the speech acts and functions that
can be performed linguistically. They know about the uses of declarative and
interrogative structures, abo:Jt affirrndtion and negation, about expressions
of certainty and uncertainty in speech, and the like.
They have used, and
th~refore, are familiar with such forms for making requests, promises,
1e.'1i315, declarations and questions.
They knov' that one can ask questions,
and that questions ordinarily require answers. Ttley knO'l'l tlBt questions can
serve as requests for information, as indirect requests for action, as
greeti ngs, and for a hos t of other communi cati ve func ti ons.
Thi ski nd of
prior linguistic knowledge and experience . .lill lead second language learners
to seek and to discover means for accomplishing the sar.le functions in the new
language.
In other words, they are guided in their language learning efforts
by what they know to be possible and useful from their knowledge of the first
ldnguage.
Thus, second language learners start out with a fairly good idea
of what to look for in the ne'N language. The assumption that forms will be
found in tne L2 Which are functionally equivalent to Ll forms can lead
learners to acquire them more efficiently than they might otherwise, since
it's always easier to find tllings when you kno'.', Whdt to look for.
At the
same time, hO'.'1ever, it can also interfere with learning, since this
assumpti on someti mes 1 ead 1 ea rners to draw 1 arge ly unwarranted concl us ions
that L2 forms are functionally and structurally identical to L1 forms and
usages. Nevertheless, the net result is positive. By applying the knov,ledge
they have of what people are likely to say in various social situations to
what they know are possible forms, patterns, and functions in language,
learners are more or less able to give meaningful interpretations to the
language they hear, and thus, to discover eventually the principles that
govern the structure and use of the language itself.
So now I come to the third type of process in acquisition: those I describe
as cognitive processes.
In an important sense the cogni ti ve processes in
acquisition are the central ones.
These involve tne analytical procedures
and operations that take place in the heads of learners and which ultimately
result in the acquisition of the language.
Let us be reminded of what the
cognitive task involves.
The primary linguistic data which learners have
available to them as input for their analyses consist of speech samples
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produced by speakers of ttle target ·Idnglldgc tiLlI'ing social contdcts in ''''Ilich
the learners are themselves pdrticiptlnts, as I Ilolve clr'gued.
Hence ,mat the
learners have to work with dre ooservdtions of tll(~ <:;ocial situations in ~1~lich
the language itself was produced, dnd streams of voe,].l sounds produced by
human speakers according to cornplex dna dbstruct systems of grdrnmatical and
social rules that systematically dnd ~;ymholicdl1yl ink up sounds, medning
representations and communicative intentions.
What they HflVE to do i'/itil
these data is discover the system of rules ttle speakers of th:~ languag~~ :Ire
follo~ling, synthesize this knowledge into d grClfillllar, iHHi then l;lJ~:2 it ttleir
own by internalizing it.
Thdt in capsule form is vlrldt tIlt' cognitive task is
for any language learner.
Fi guri ng out how the speakers of Ule target 1 Jngudg'.: <:Il't: us i ng the no i ses
they produce to represent meaning is the first step.
Hlis invi)lv~s
discovering the principles by ~~hich segments of Ule speech produ(:l~a by tJrjE't
1 anguage speakers rel ate to events, ideas, experi ences, obj eets, rlnd th<~
other things that people are known to talk about. Discovering how the speech
serving as input segments in the first place, that is, finding out villere one
thing begins and another ends, is critical to the procedure.
Once the
learners know what the pieces are, they can acquire knodleoge of 11O't.' thl~y Jrc
used to represent meaning, and eventually, discover h01>1 suer] units can be
assembled structurally to communicate more complex ideds and ttlOugiltS in the
target language.
Finally, the cognitive task involves figuring out the
pri nci p 1es by whi ch the speakers of the 1 anguage use it to achi eve thei r
communicative goals and intentions: what kinds of filings rio the speakers of
the language talk about, and wllat can they do wi th tIle ldnguag2 they spedk?
In doing this, learners apply a host of cognitive strrltegies and skills: they
have to make use of associative skills, memory, social kno'l~lerige and
inferential skills in trying to figure out what people dr2 talking about.
They use whatever analytical skills ttley have to figure out relationships
be t'.... een forms, functions and meanings.
They have to make use of memory,
pattern recognition, induction, categorization, gelleralizdtion, inference dnd
the like to figure out the structural principles by Ivhictl the forms of the
language can be combined, and meanings modified by changes dnd deletions.
The task as outlined here is both complex and enormous. Nevertheless, it's
a task that can be handled by any and all ordinary tlUmans, including the
members of our immigrant family.
According to the prevailing theory of
language acquisition, ttle task is manageable becaUSe:; humans llJVe a special
cog nit i ve cap a city for 1ear n i n g 1 a n g uage - - 0 n e can eve n til ink abo U t t his
capacity as as kind of cognitive mechanism, which some people refer to as the
Language AcquiSition Device. Trlis Device, which is affectionately referred to
as LAD, operates in a quite diffen~nt ~vay from ordinury cogni tive processes.
Its work i ngs can not be observed; ttley can only be inferred from the fact
that all ordinary children learn a first lilnguage, dnd that they appear to do
it in ways that can not be explained by ordinary C09nitive processes. One of
the major arguments for the cognitive processes involved in acquisition being
special ones is that many of the fedtures of tile grammal" that learners
eventually acquire can not simply be induced fro:n the linguistic delta that
are available to them.
In fact, the argulilent goes, it would be impossible to
explain how children Call dtTive dt stt'llcture d<; cor;lplex ilnd subtle as found
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in even tIle most ordi nary run-of-the-rni 11 competence grammars, based on the
relatively meager structural evidence they Jre able to extract fro~ the
language spoken around them, unless we assume that a certain amount of that
structure is already hardwired into the language learning mechanism children
are born with.
In this view of acquisition, what I have described as social
and linguistic processes are regarded as incidental or peripheral phenomena.
If they figure at all, ttley play only trivial roles; everything that is
really important in language learning has to do I'/ith the \."ort~ing of LAD.
Others have argued that no matter what other kind of information or help is
available to learners, the primary data they ilave to work Vii th are samples of
speech
consisting of phonologicdl
signals IIllicll are
not cognitively
penetrable--they are not tractable to ordi~ary cognitive manipulations or
analytical procedures th:l.t are available to children.
How, it has been
asked, is it possible for crlildren to discover tile rules that figure in
"parasitic gapping" as they eventually do, based solely on the speech spoken
to them?
Tile only explanation to people \·,ho hold this Vi2VI is that such
rules are already "knovm" to the acquisition device:: in some abstract sense,
requiring only exposure to dat:! in vthier, suer) rules figure, to trigger their
di scovery.
That may \'i211 be the case in first languag'.; learni1g. Nearly e'I'=(jone do:::;
in fact end up learning a first language, des~ite huge differences in gener}1
intellectual endo\,ment and early language experiences, a.nd no m(!~ter hOd
difficult or complex the target language is, and indeed, if the language is
English they even learn hOI" to deal with sentences vlith paraSitic ga:Js.
0JO
doubt there is more here than meets the eye, and wh i 12 I am convi nced that
general cognitive abilities and strategies of the sort I have been cal!<ing
about also play an important role in first langucge acquisition, specialized
mechanisms are without question much more crucially involved.

What I think happens in second language acquisition, is tndt tne degree of
involvement of these two types of mechanisms may be reversed: While
specialized language learning processes figure in an important way too,
general cognitive processes are much more heavily involved.
This, in fact,
may be a crucial difference between first and second language learning.
There are two kinds of evidence for believing that general cognitive
abilities and strategies figure more heavily in the acquisition of languages
after the first than do specialized abilities. One consists of observations
of strategies that Children appear to follow when they tackle a second
language.
The other relates to observations of individual variation in the
learning of second languages.
The kind of cognitive strategies and skills
that I have been talking about--the ones we find learners applying in getting
access to the language, in breaking it down into units, in figuring out its
structural properties and in extracting its principles of usage are general
cognitive mechanisms rather than specialized ones.
The cognitive work
learners engage in results in them figuring out and acquiring a lot of rules,
principles, and patterns, etc. But such materials do not necessarily add up
to a grammar. At some point, the knowledge which has been gained through the
workings of general cognitive mechanisms has got to be consolidated,
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assembled, in a manner of speaking, into a competence Jf'dmilldr. Tllis, I II/ould
like to argue, is where the language specific cognitive mechanisms corne into
play; through these processes, wllat the learner hitS sorted out gets
synthesized into a real competence grammar, and perhaps cl lot of tnc deLlils
of the grammar get refi ned here as v/ell; that's thc; I'/Jrk of L.AD or vlrl(tv..'ver
you want to call the innate language learning rnechani:;m ;JC'oplc hdV~. This, [
admit, is all very speculative: tllere is no 'vla.y of prov·ing trlis lrlst part, or
disproving it. We ivill just have to v/ait until tIle daYilhr.?fl /\11 is Rev2il12d
to know y/hether or not thi ngs really happen that I-Idy. InlO kno'",~)? r'I;Jybe it's
in this process that all the mysteries of the langud::W ~y~t revealed. l~e I<no''''
that at some point our learners vdll be able to tlculdle, more or less
painlessly, just about any English sentence anyone C~lr2S to spring on
them--even those containing parasitic gilpS tllat they Illigtlt h<::ar witilOllt
recognizing.
I have now described the various process(~s thilt I think ilre
involved in language learnifllJ.
Now let us consider tlO','i tlley . ./ork--or don't
work in relation to vE1riatiull in Ule components I !!l~ntioncd cJI"li2r.
Let's
return the members of our imilligrant family, now l:lOre or less settle,j in their
new community. Junior and Sister are in sctlOol, rind i'lotilf::r Jnd FatlH:r 3rc ilt
work. We will see how they dr'C doing.
The ci1ildren, an: in a sense, in3
perfect social setting for language learning.
f{pcdll
that learning is
possible when learners come illto contact \'Iittl speclb>rs of the turget larlgudge
in social situations where th(~y can interact in some faShion.
They find
themselves in their respective classrooms sUY'roundl~d by English speaking
classmates, dealing with alive English speaking tede/ler.
In such a setting the social conditions for language l':?drning outlined
earlier are quite easily n!';t.
The learners dl"e in constant social contact
wi th speakers of the target 1 anglJage.
The speakers, the teacrler especi ally,
but classmates as well, have aillple reason to speJk to the learners in this
setting, and they are genera.lly inclined to do so in a manner that takes into
account the fact that the learners don't know the language.
What the
learners have to do then, is observe carefully what's going on in the
classroom, listen to what people say, figure out what they are talking about,
and how they are doing it.
13y doing these things they learn how to do what
the speakers can do, so that eventually they can communicate Y/ittl them in the
target language.
By making use of tt1e general cognitive strategies clnd the
social and linguistic knowledge that they have, ttley 'dill be able to figure
things out in short order. That's all there is to it.
But as I already told you, this worked for Sister, but not for Junior', To
learn why not, we no . .1 turn to the question of vdriiltion in second language
learning, since this is what can convince us tllat not only dre the cognitive
aspects of the process handled by the mechanisms just discussed in tilis
paper, it also shows just tlOW crucial are Ule roleS playr.::d by tile social and
linguistic processes described earlier. One of the most striking differences
between first and second language learning is in tile relative amounts of
individual variation that can be found among the two types of learners.
Clearly there is variation to be found even among first language learners,
and while the differences may not be great, children do vdry in how quickly
they acquire their primary language, and in how facile they become in their
exercise of verbal skills.
But the variation we f-ind among first langllage
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learners is still relatively minor compared to those we see in second
languJge dcquisition, even afilong relatively young children.
Differences of
up to 5 years CJn be found in the amount of time children take to get il
Iwrking command of tile ne~J language.
Learners differ enormously in hOvl
easily and completely they master the grdmm.Hical details and intricacies of
a second language. Some ure able to learn it as completely and well as they
did their first language; others never totally master the forms or uses of
the language.
believe that 'I substantial portion of this va.riation is due precisely to
the involvement of the :<.ind of cognitive mechanisms tl",:l.t VIe !lave identified
a:~ ones that figure most heavily in second language learning.
Individuals
apparently do not vary in having an irJn.'lte capacity to learn language; and if
this mechanism is as heavily involved in tnc learning of second languages as
it is in first languages, then we would not expect to find much difference in
tnc amount of variation betvje~n in t;lt? t"IO.
But, as I have tried to show,
the i(ind of cognitive processes tllat are most critical in second language
learning Jre the ones \vhich relate to general cognitive abilities.
We knovl
that there arc enormous differences acros; inji ~iduals in their endowments of
chis niiture.
13.'-;1 not neces:;;lrilj nl:d<Jg ;12r~ about differences in trlOS'':
abilities theH tigur:: in gen:~ral int~11ig2nce, bJt about those primarily that
\~2 Ild'J~ identified a:;
fi9urir.9 t?sp=cially in langudge learning: verbal
fiK~mory,
audi tory percepti on, prj ttern r'::C)gni ti on, categ)ri zati on, and so
forth.
Some of tnem (generalization dnd aSSOCiation, for example) are
obviously associated witn those abilities that are directly related to
general intelligence, but most of the ones I mentioned are only inCidentally
related, I think.
The point that I \'Iant to ma:<e here is that much of the
variability found in second language learning can be traced to differences
found among learners in the application of these general mechanisms and
abilities tilat figure in language learn;,1g.
Learners who have poor auditory
memory will have a difficult time remembering the things they hear in a new
langu3.ge.
If tney can't remember ·.... ha: the} he3.t, they \oJill not find it easy
to fi gure thi ngs out, or to use them.
ThoS2 who are poor in audi tory
percepti on ~ji 11 have di ffi cul ty di scri mi nati ng bet'Neen the sounds of the new
language, and hence will be poor in learning to make sense of what they hear,
and at reproducing anything.
Learners '.vho are poor in pdttern recognition
will have a very difficult time seeing the patterns that they must eventually
discover in the new language.
But variation in language learning along the
cognitive dimension are not just related to differences in learner endowments
in cognitive abilities. They are also affected by o~her learner variables.
Age is an obvious one.
Recent research has shown that older learners may
be relatively better and quicker at learning certain aspects of second
1 anguages tllan younger 1 earners because they have better developed 1 earni ng
strategies and cognitive abilities.
However, this is clearly not true for
all older learners. Personality is a type of variable that can interact with
age and affect the cognitive processes involved in language learning.
Learning a new language involves the learner in dealing with an enormously
complex cognitive task.
Handling the various aspects of this task requires
no small amount of cognitive flexibility on the part of the learner.
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Hov/ever, as we know, individtJJls differ considerably in pc:rsonality r,:lated
cogni ti ve trai ts such as suetl as mental fl (:xi bi 1 i ty.
Some i ndi vi dUd 1') lire
quite rigid in their thini(in~ dnd find it difficult to deal '(Jitrl J:JlJltiple
possibilities,
or
wi th
tJlin~s
they
cannot
ilJlJ1lcdidtely
undf1rstand.
Unfortunately, there is a lot of tlldt to <Jed "I 'ditil in the: ledrning ':JF d nei"
ldnguage. The unwillingness or "initbility to dCCOlillllUd]te ne\', information or
the unknown can make it extl'l~il1ely di fficul L for lC:drnt:rc; to handle lTIdllY of
the aspects of the tdsk thdt we haV2 outlined.
Another personality or
cognitive style cllaracteristic tlldt Cdll yredtly afft'ct ldn~udge learning ildS
to do with risk taking.
Language ledrnin9 requires learners to rlpply
inferential skills to figuring out WIldt people dr'C saying in tl12 langu,lge,
and how the language they tlCctr' relate to ttlC socidl situations in vlhich it is
used. Some learners find it difficult to tJke Ule Cllclnces involved in dcting
upon the things they have "learned Ulrougtl guessing, ,lnd in fact may be
unwilling to risk much guessing at all.
They find it nard to tryout
wha tever knowl edge ttley hd ve gd i ned 0 f Ule rH~W 1 JnguJ go by tnei r o[)sorvJ t ion',
because they are afraid of being wrong, or of appt~dring foolish. Or it tnigrlt
be that they are just unable to tdke the next st~~p in langu;:igc learning and
draw general i zati ons from the rel ati onshi ps they do see, dnd to tes t tiloill
out. Whatever the problem, ttle cognitive proces:;es tl1'-lt should bc' operdting
in acquisition donlt function dS they should foY' sum;.: ledrners clnd s:) tl](~y
are not great language learners.
At the same time, Tlappy conjunctions of
abilities and personality cTlaracteristics Celf] t'e';ult in super l,)ngljag'~
learning in others.
And that may well expl ai n why our brotller and sis te t' team di ffered so much
in their language learning ability.
If 'vIC obscrvej trl'~ lclnguage learning
bellavior of these two, we would f"ind, (just as I have for lTIdny many language
learners I have studied) tllat rather substantial di fferences can be found in
ttleir cognitive and language learning behavior.
Some of tnis relates to
learning style differences, some to personality differences. The net effect,
however, is that in some cases, it all adds up to eiJsy language learning,
while in others, enormous difficulty.
Age might I,ave been an ilTI~ortant
factor in Junior's case, of course.
Adolescence is a time when c'~rtain
personality characteristics are exacerbated.
If dn individual is at all
inclined to be self-conscious, then it is going to be a :ndjor problem during
the adolescent years since that is a time '",11en virtually everyone is
self-conscious about one thing or another.
Observations of variation in learners providf..~ evidence of the way other
types of processes figure in acquisition too.
In fact, this is Ivhat
convinces us that social and linguistic processes drc also crucially involved
in second language acquisition. Let's consider trw vlay some of the ways in
which social variables affect language learning by tlleir influence on the
social processes.
Consider the effects of dl fferences in tne social
situations in which learners are to acquire the ne'tl language.
They can
differ enormously in how much contact they provide Ivitl1 speaKers, and hence,
how much opportuni ty 1earners fi nd in them to 1earn the 1anguage.
Some
settings provide learners wi ttl few opportunities to get close enough to
speakers of the 1anguage to do them any good, or the kinds of contacts they
get are inadequate for language learning purpose~. They may be too brief, or
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too infrequent, or too limitlng in the kind of exchdnges they allow.
Situations can differ enormously in tlOW !TIUCtl of the <ind of input needed by
learners tney provide.
If tnere are fe>oJ speakers of the target language
around, learners will not have adequate opportunities to come into contact
with speakers.
If the target language speakers are themselves imperfect
speakers of we language, the kind of input they provide for learners may not
be an adequdte representation of what the learners ought to be aiming at.
Such input data, I'Jhich Selinker, SvJain and Dumas (1975) have described dnd
\'/hich has beco:ne known as "junky data", can result in learners acquiring a
form of the language which differs substantially from the target. Situations
1'<JI' language learning can also differ considerably in tIle extent to learners
the::lselves have to pldY d role in getting the ~<ind of social contact needed
for language learning, and in how great a role actual interaction bet't/een
speakers dnd learners plays. I~e have ahlJYs assumed that direct interaction
between learners and speakers is necessary in order for language learning to
tal<e place. But in our research in classrooms, i~errill and I tlave seen tlovl
SOiile 1earners can i i1 fact pi ck up a 1 anguage pretty muctl by observi 119 thei r
teachers dnd peers, and with very little engagement in direct interactions
,4ith thei-;1.
In oUler situations 1'12 have seen t;,at children wl'tO do not get
i'lto direct i(ltera~tiolls \"itrl speakers flaVI;: an enormous problem acquiring a
second languJge. Is i~terJction necessary?
',/hn I believe is ti1is: ,~llat is necessary is tl13t someflO'/'i 12i1rn~rs h:l'/e
access to 11nguage \'Ihich is appropriat~lj modified for them, and which is
usej in ways that allow learners to discover its formal and ~ragmatic
properties.
Some settings--for example, classrooms \'i!1ere the lan'j'l"lge used
by teachers meet these criteria provide enough such input so that more direct
forms of interaction are not absolutely essential, at least for those
learners who are motivated enough to learn the language, and attentive enough
to benefit from what they get out of just being in the situation. In others,
say in classrooms where the language which is used does not fit the criteria
of irput-hood tnat I have outlined, or in the playground, lea:-'ners pla~' a
much greater role in initiating contacts with speakers, and in having
sustained interactions with them. In such situations, learner variables such
as personality and social skills can playa very substantial role in language
learning.
Those learners who find it easy or desirable to interact with
speakers of the target 1 anguage wi 11 get a lot more of the soci al contacts
needed for language learning, than do those who are not as interested, or
motivated, or are less able to manage the kinds of social contacts that are
needed for language learning.
Variables such as personality, social style,
social competence, motivation and attitudes in both learners and speakers of
the target language can affect language learning, in fact.
And therei n can be found some cl ues as to why tile two adul t members of our
immi grant family differed in thei r abil i ty to 1earn the new 1 anguage. Father
was lucky.
He got a job in the widget industry right a'n'ay--not selling
widgets, of course since he did not at that time speak English. Instead, he
was placed on a widget repair crew with four of the nicest Ividget repairmen
in the business.
These guys took it upon themselves to help the nel'/ crew
member learn the business right. They were patient, helpful, and wise. They
demonstrated things for him, explained, drew diagrams, and they explained
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some more.
Best of all, they included him in (~v'::rythin9.
Fattler joined
thei r bow"1 i ng team, ilnd ,-,veil ,Jen t to IJdseild 1"1 C)dl[H!S,vi Ul t1lom and j ·)i ned them
for their weekly pinoeillt: ~Jnllii:S.
And /lecdIlSl: of :ill Ulis, and because he
basically was a very obserVdllL cHId quick-wined ~JU'l"--Fdt.Il(~r pi::kod up [~nglish
in short order.
But not mother. A1 thou gil stle tri ed ha rd to Vi ck up Engl i s11 in snort order:
she took a parttime job as d silurt order cool< in d cafeteria. Co·-vlorkers
spoke English to her constdntly on tile jot): "lIdl:1 on rye, heavy un tne
pickles" "Two over easy, sirle-a-toilst" "I3LT--llo1:l tfl~ iililYO!" She did le.lrn
some English in this way, but it really IJdSn't all tnat ~j<;eful. l\nd so sl1e
signed up for an ESL class at nigtltscllOol--twice it weei( S!12 I-'/ent, and SilO
diligently practiced the sentences slle vias taught: "I dfil Hr'. Smith. I ael a
teacher. I am not a doctor. Are you t·lr. Slllitrl? HOII dre you." SilO Iw't a lot
of other ladies there who were also trying to lCdrn En91 ish. She visi ted ~Ji th
them on the nights when tllerc 'tIdS no class in hop(~s of lJracticing Englic,h.
But as none of them knew much more thdn she, the prdctice Sh2 got ·"as. not
much like the English she was hoping to learn. TileY did trllk ·1 lot, 110',Jf.~Ver,
and while it wasn't very good EngliSh, it was good cumpd.'lY"--3nd thdt count2d
for something.
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